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27th October 1955 .



Dr . T.!l. Hull, D~partmcnt



of Hnthcr:1atics,



t:!li YCl"Sit.y or nritish Columbia. .



Dear Professor Hull., As 3 mWJll~r of acn.der:Jic am! tHlr.,inistrat.i ve dcl•::trtmcnts have r·cccntly exprcsscc.l an interest in COI!l!>uting much1n¢s a:Hl the subject of AutoUJ:ltion in gcnr::r·al , the President has su~gested th. ~ t those depa.rtrncnts might be brought to.;cthcr in eorruuit.tee to discuss the Un:i.ver-sitr•s total interest in these



matters.



I am wt..i ting to asl'- if you ,,·oultl ba willi~ to serve on such a committee and I ~~ writing to Professor HacPhce to aslc if he ,.•ould be willing to convene the COJruuittce and act as Ch:tirman of i t. I "''ould appreciate it if you would expr·ess your willingness to Hr. HacPhee 1n order that ht:! can convene the con~.>o itt.ee as soon as is m'.ttually con\•cnient .



You rs since rely,



GCA : Ht-1



~Andrew



Dean ond Deputy t.o the Pr·csident
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September 5, 19!i6



Dean E. D. MacPhee,



The Un1•ers1ty of Br i~is h Columbia, Vancouver 8, 8. C. Dear



Dea."l



Y.a cl'hee: lie have alr eady done some research



On



t.he



possible use of a digitAl com_p.ut ·e r and reached the



conclusion that ve have no need for this type of s ervice now or 1n tho iln,t)odiato 1\lture.



Your inter est in advising us of your plan8 is e.ppraciated.



However, in vi ew of our findings vc do



not vish to participate in this project . Yours very tntly,



/./ \. . . (c...



R. D. BAKER



/



By:/ / //!I'C (. z ./,_, /



.:...
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In March of 1957 the Computing Centre was established with the arrival of the alvae. The firat director of the Centre was Walter Gage, although he had little to do with the actual operatio~. At thia time the Centre had a staff of 3, supervised by Professor Thomas Hull, of the Department of Mathematics. The alwac was a sip9le-user machine (only one person could use it at a time) ~nd was programmed in machine language . Programs were entered into the machine by means of a flexowriter (typewriter device) or paper tape and programming required considerable setup time on the machine. In t he first 6 months of operation the computer was used by some 30 university personnel and 10 outside users . Applications 4t this time were primarily mathematical . Even at this early stage they were considering upgrading the peripheral equipment with the addition of a high -speed reader- punch which was subsequently added . Additional staff was also considered .



With the rapid development• in computer technology and growing demand the Univereity made plans to obtain a new and more pPwerful "second generation• machin~ .
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Good Altotnoon EverybOdy: Greelings from SW11zerland! I am sony I CO\IId not be with you today to help celebtate the 501h Anniversary of olecuonic computing at the UnivetSity of Sri1ish Columbia. 11 would be great to talk with you about compul}ng then, ancl the developments sinoo then. Things have certainly changed in this half century. The ALWAC, with its vacuum tubes as switching elements ancl OJOde logic was very last It could execute up to 1000 .nstruebOns per second. as long as they were short instruction$ (not multiply and things), and the data was placed on the memory drum in optimum locations (most unltkely!). I dOn't know how many present actually interacted with the ALWAC, but i1's great you all got togethet, I live with my wife Cecile in Stefhsburg. near Thun, whicll is only a 19 minute train ride from Bern, the capital ol Switzerl'ancl and is at the entmnce to the scet~ic 'Sen\Gse Oberland'. Both Cecile and I were bom in Switzerland, but met in Smithers S.C., so now we are back in our native countty.



I wish you al a great time and all the best in the future. I don't want to make this too king. but if



you ever find youtWiv&.s near Swt1terland, I would sure like to hear from you, perhaps we can get together. Wemet (Vern) Oettw11er



Werner & Cecile Dett\...ier Kniebrecheweg 42 A CH·3612 SwitzMand



+41334;)83545 [email protected]
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A Short Personal History of Computing at UBC By Vern Oettwiler



The early years & the ALWAC III·E Computer When I came back to UBC in the fall o f 1957 I was told that there was a new piece of



equipment on the top floor of the Civil Engineering Building. I managed to get someone to take me there and took through the window at this thing called a 'Computer'. II was my first tool< at the ALWAC 111-E, Axel We mer Gren Automatic



·e·.



Computer. model Ill with an index register. hence the There were these three large cabinets. as some one said. that looked like three large grey retrlgerators. There was a console with some Hashing lights resting on a wooden support together with a small oscilloscope. Right in front of an operator was what looked like a heavy duty electric typewrite (called a Aexowriter), and it was typing out all by itself.



Occasionally the operator typed something, and again a stream of data was typed out by the machine. 1thought this was great fun, and 1wanted to learn more about it I found out that they were giving informal lectures on the subject on Monday afternoons at 16:30- I started to attend. It was all very confusing, they talked about 'instructions', including 'bring', 'store', 'add', 'jump' etc. · it did not make sense, how is it used? I do not recall how, but somehow I got a copy o f the 'Start Routine' program listing (see appendix), in hexadecimal of course, and it was like a light going on -so that's how it works. There were no assemblers or compilers available for th.is computer. all programming was done in machine language using hexadecimal (Base 16) notation for instructions and data addresses. The keys for a, b , c , d, e, and f on the Flexowriter were in red, to indicate hexadecimal digits equivalent to the values 10 to 15. Fortunately, odd numbers used tall letters. while even number used short letters • it was a bit of a



help. Since program execution took place in one of 4 'Channels' (Tracks on the drum) of 32 words each, it was possible to design 4 different coding sheets. one lor each of the working channels. Thus one had an overview of the total accessible working memory on tour sheets of paper, making data references 'visible'. During a normal working day, the technician, Bob Pye, would come in first thing in the moming to start up the machine. He would then spend some time tUnning



'machine check' programs that would ensure proper operation of tile oomputer. While these tests were going on. he would vary some of the power supply voltages within given margins and confirm proper continued operation under these circumstances. When Bob was happy, the machine would be handed over to the users.



Users would book some time with the secretary. perhaps one hall or a full hour. You were usually ok if you booked seve rat days ahead of time. When it was your tum. and the previous user has fmished. you would enter the computer room, prepared with your program and perhaps data on paper tape.



You would then press the 'Clear· button on the Flexowriter, \vhich would expect a



typed input, as Indicated by an appropriate 'input ready' tight Then you would thread your program tape into the high-speed reader and enter the required command on the Flexowriter keyboard, and the program gets read into the main memory storage on drum. The tape would be caught in a large plastic waste basket. You then rewind the tape, using the home made tape winder so it is ready for next time. Now you 'Clear' again and enter the code to start your program. If you were in operational mode, you would enter the data, either from tape or by keyboard and wait for results, interacting as required.



If you were still developing the program, you would try executing, but, programs are never perfect on the first try, so you will 'debug', using such things as single step. viewing data on the oscilloscope, correcting the program and so on. Generally rather primitive as compared to some of the tools of today. When you come to the end of your time, you usually punched out the current version of the program on paper tape, using the high-speed punch- either an the 'channels' containing your program. or



only the channels you modified. Since the Flexowriter was a heavy duty electric typewriter with some extras, it was quite flexible in its operation. On input, the data could be either interpreted as hexadecimal data (only 4 bits are read in) of full text mode. When the computer was not expecting input, the 'input ready' light would extinguish and the keyboard would



lock up. On output, the lull range ol typewriter functions were available, including 'Tab', uppernower case shift as well as ribbon shift (Black or red!), This also made it great tor games and demonstration programs. One of the simplest demonstrations was called 'fast add'. You entered two numbers and the computer, once started, woufd add the first number to the accumulator ('A'



register) • i.e. il would not multiply, then type out the results. You could follow the operation on the Oscilloscope monitor and see the number increase. Even though it was slow in today's standard (maximum 1000 additions per second if optimised). the reaction was stiii'Wow' in most cases. Another, very popular, demonstration was Tic·Tac· Toe. The computer would type out a layout like: 1 1213 41516



7)8)9



The user would then type an integer, Indicating where the 'X' should be placed. and the computer would play and retype the current version of the array with its '0' in the



appropriate place. If you tried to cheat and type a number of a place already occupied, the computer would protest in red letters and sound an alarm! You then have to 'Clear' again to get control back.
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There was even a program where you could type in a question, a sentence terminated by a question mark, and the computer would give a plausible answer



most of the time! It just looked for some key words and type out a pre-stored reply. Amazingly, most of the time it made sense! Just to change the subject, at about this time. after having become familiar with the workings and the 'playings' of the ALWAC, we were invited to B.C. Electric's computing centre, the 'other' computer in British Columbia at that time. It was an IBM 650 computer. We were ushered into an air·conditioned room (same as ours) with this large 'box' decmated with a large number of lights and switches. There was no



typewriter or printer, just another box that turned out to be a punched card reader. 1 asked, 'Where do the results come out", and was told that cardS get punched and they in turn get taken two floors down to the data·prooessing department for further processing. including print-out. For input. a large collection of keypunches and verifiers with operators were busy capturing data. For the demonstration. a door on the card-reader was opened, and an appropriate



wiring panel inserted (defining the significance of each column on the cards), then some magic switches set on the computer. In no time, the card reader was activated, reading, what I found out. was the demonstration program. Then some more magic switching, and the light were flashing, 'Weii?H I asked. "This is it. the demonstration", I was told. 'What is it doing?"'· "It's clearing memory" was the reply. This is how I found out the difference in the emphasis of the two computing systems. The IBM 650 was designed to process a large number of customer bills and such



like, where the database is a large collection of punched cards, and the actual computing requirement tor each transaction is minimal. The ALWAC, on the other hand, was designed for 's


sound, we found that certain programs, when running, had a very definite rhythm. "Oh", we'd say, 'that sounds like Dr. XYZ's program". W• go and see and say hello to Dr. XYZ. As illdicated in the appendix, when the 'Clear' key was activated on the Flexowriter, the computer stopped what it was doing (if it was doing anything), copied main



memory channel 01 to woo1


would type "Sorry I'm busy right nowl", and flash lights like mad. When the user hit 'Clear' for a second time, it would type "Oh, alright 'Clear"', and would behave normally from then on. Once the program was running. and the user hit 'Clear' again, the busy message once more appeared.
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Another versioo of the attemate start routine, might be a personalised message ~e



had the bookings, so we knew who was coming on), such as 'Happy Birthday Joe'. That's when computing was still fun. The number of ALWAC computers in service was rather limited. There was an ALWAC users group that kept in touch and exchanged information and programs. The logic of the computer was doc-umented using logic equations, rather than diagrams. Implementation was with wiring using a soldering iron on the 'back·plane'. During the life·time of the ALWAC, several wiring changes were made, to implement new instruction and even add a '0' register. This was cootdinated with the other users, so we could continue exchanging programs. An open house at the University was held after we had gathered considerable experience with this new tool. The computer was, of course. an important show piece. A couple of innovations were developed for that event. We connected a fitter and audio amplifier to one of the working channels. Thus it was possible to store a bit pattern in the appropriate working channel and produce a tone. By changing the bit patters at the desired intei'Vals, it was possible to play tunes. One of our experts,



Dr. Hugh Dempster, put together a program that allowed input ot a melody that would cause the melody to be played on the 'audio'. Another thing that was developed. is again the output of one of the working channels, this time connected to the intensity input of the oscilloscope, and the word timer used as the horizontal trigger, while the drum rotation timer is used as the



vertical trigger. With prOPer adjustment of the oscilloscope. we had a 32 by 32 bit graphics display, with the bit pattem in the channel determining what is displayed.



Not high resolu1ion, bu1 graphics nevertheless. It was sufficient to display lhe TicTac·Toe matrix. We also implemented a simple ball game. which we c-alled 'Pong',



since il was not a full fledged ping-pong. General Operational Procedure



The first quarter (2k, or 64 channels) ot main memory was nonnally write protected (hardware feature) and contained lhe 'standard libra"!' ot programs, inctudong self contained programs as well as a subroutine library, The exception was channel 00. since that was selec-ted with the relay matrix in its relaxed form. This channel was accessible to instructions with full word operands when hex '80' was added to the address. Channel 01 was special because it cootained the 'Start Routine'. When the user pressed the 'Clear' button mounted on the Aexowriter, the hatdware copied main memory channel 01 to working channel 0 and started executing at location 00. At this point it was possible to enter a 4 digit hexadecimal number and a carriage retum to perform some operation. To load a channel worth of data, you typed xx04. Then the system would expect another 32 a-hexadecimal digit numbers and state the data in main memory channel



'xx'. It you typed xx08, it would type out 1he data from channel ·xx·. and if lhe paper tape punch was turned on, on the Flexowriter, it would create a paper tape that could be reloaded. Any other combination of xxyy, would load main memory channel 'xx' to the appropriate working channel and start execution at location 'yy'.



4



Since, when reading in hexadecimal mode, a 'normal' key is activated, only the least significant 4 bits of the code was accepted. Some clever programmers used starting addresses that could be represented by some more mnemonic code to start the program. Some of the programs stored in the protected area of the memory included a program to create a paper tape on the high speed punch containing data from a number of main memory channels, in a format that could be read back, together with



Clleck-sums to ensure correct reading, and. ot course the program to read such a tape back into llle computer. Another program would add up all me data in the protected memory and compare it to a check·sum to ascertain to integrity of the data. Subroutines included such things as: Decimal input and output routines {convert between key·board and internal binary representation), square root functions. trigonometric functions, as well as floating point arithmetic functions. Generally, to use a subroutine, one copied the subroutine from main memory to the appropriate



working channel (usually channel3). stored !he return address in !he required location (could be a register), loaded the registers as required and transferred control to the subroutine. Note, there was no such thing as a •call' function with automatic capturing of tile return-address. There were several procedures developed to deal with paper tape. Digital Equipment Corporation, tor example, tolded the tape (fan-fOid·lape). Hence alter processing, the tape was ready for reuse. Other systems wound it around a large centre hole. Processing took place from the inside of the spool. and the wind·up reel had a large centre. In the case of the ALWAC, the tape was a tightly roUed spool, read from the outside and fed into a plastic waste basket. The tape was then rewound from the basket to its original shape. This mode had a problem when the centre of a tightly rolled spool'tell out'. The best recovery method was to dangle the tape out our three story window and rewind from there! Another notable feature ot the ALWAC programs. considering the nature of the 32 word channel size, was the number of routines (Square root, sine, cosine, decimal 1nput conversion, the start routine etc.) That occupied exactly 32 words! This illustrates the tact that programs have characteristics similar to a gas. it can be compressed. As the program matured, it took more time and effort to add an additional feature, but given enough time, we always seem to manage. This characteristic of behaving like a gas is also illustrated today. where programs expand to fill the available memory! Somewhere along the way, we attended a seminar given by some IBM research people. They discussed this new system called Formula Translator, or FORTRAN for short. In this system you write formulas or equations and procedures. The



FORTRAN compiler program then translates these into machine languagel llhoughl thai was neal stutt. so I wrote a limited FORTRAN compiler tor the ALWAC ·in machine code, of course. The second computer that was installed at the UBC was an IBM 1620. -end-
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